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armenia world culture encyclopedia - urbanism architecture and the use of space the great majority of armenians in
armenia and in the diaspora are urbanites in the republic of armenia 68 percent live in urban areas with a population density
of 286 persons per square mile 110 5 per square kilometer, a to z world culture - culture education food language maps
media library card log in log in, history of armenia wikipedia - after the fall of urartu around 585 bc the satrapy of armenia
was ruled by the armenian orontid dynasty which governed the state in 585 190 bc under the orontids armenia during this
era was a satrapy of the persian empire and after its disintegration in 330 bc it became an independent kingdom during the
rule of the orontid dynasty most armenians adopted the zoroastrian religion, armenia administration and social
conditions - armenia administration and social conditions in 1995 armenia adopted a new constitution replacing the soviet
era constitution that had been in force from 1978 the 1995 document establishes legislative executive and judicial branches
of government and provides for a strong executive a number of basic rights and freedoms of citizens are enumerated,
greetings around the world kiss hug or shake hands - brazil what to say in brazil we can be pretty formal in greetings in
a business setting like ol prazer em conhec lo hello nice to meet you kiss hug or shake hands brazilians are really well
known for the warm latin american like greetings very effusive festive with lots of kisses and hugs, how to celebrate new
year in the different countries - new year in australia new year is celebrated with great enthusiasm and gaiety by whole of
australia january 1 is the new year s day in australia as per the gregorian calendar, school days around the world
pocketcultures - recently on pocketcultures we have featured collaborative posts to reflect the varying experiences of our
contributors in different countries, sacred geometry and armenian architecture armenia travel - tour armenia is a travel
guide to armenia with detailed information and direciotns of over 500 destinations a practical guide to armenia listing cheap
flights hotels and lodging eating out and details on adventure tours ecology flower tours birding mountain climbing history
religious tours, the original black cultures of eastern europe and asia - neolithic 10 200 b c to 4 500 b c pleistocene 126
000 to 9 700 b c what brace and his colleges are saying here is that as the african farmers who had migrated up to the
middle east started to spread out across the mediterranean area and europe they encountered the khoisan grimaldi hunter
gather people who had settled those areas circa 45 000 b c, armenia azerbaijan georgia in asia or europe - armenia
azerbaijan georgia pro european arguments linguistically the three countries have slightly more in common with europe than
with asia most european languages fall within the indo european language family phylum and armenian is its own subset of
the indo european languages most similar to greek, flood stories from around the world talkorigins archive - while flood
myths are common to practically every culture on the planet they differ significantly in detail this article describes hundreds
of flood myths originating from cultures all over the globe, nineveh history map significance britannica com - nineveh
nineveh the oldest and most populous city of the ancient assyrian empire situated on the east bank of the tigris river and
encircled by the modern city of mosul iraq it was located at the intersection of important trade routes and its proximity to the
tigris added to the value of the fertile lands in the district
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